[Choice of primers: a determining element in molecular diagnosis of cutaneous leishmaniasis].
The cutaneous leishmaniasis (CL) is a parasitic disease which represents a serious problem for the public health not only in Tunisia but also all over the world. Its diagnosis is based on the techniques which are usually used, direct examination and in vitro culture. Because of several factors, these techniques lack sensitivity. The molecular biology, which is indeed more rapid and more sensitive, has proved its effectiveness in diagnosis of the CL. There are two main aims for our research work. First, to show the contribution of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) during the diagnosis of CL (of course by comparing the results obtained when using this technique with those found through the direct examination); second, to compare the two pairs of primers which amplify the leishmanien gene coding for the 18s ribosomal sub-unit: the pair R221/R332 (PCR1) and the pair Lei70L/Lei70R (PCR2). Our work was carried out upon 299 samples. One hundred and eighty-eight of them were positive using the direct examination and/or the PCR and 111 were negative. Only two samples were positive using of course the direct examination in comparison with 74 which were positive when using only the PCR (PCR1 and/or PCR2). Among these 74 samples, 64 where positive using only PCR2 in comparison with two samples which were positive using only PCR1. The eight remaining samples were at once positive for the PCR1 and the PCR2. The PCR (notably the PCR2) has proved a more significant percentage of positivity in comparison with direct examination: 98.98% for the PCR and 60.6% for direct examination.